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MOJOTROS INTRO

The MojoTrolls Project is born from multiple passions, carefully molded 
through years of creation to cultivate the ultimate community of crypto 
and NFT enthusiasts who value the idea of an ecosystem built on 
creativity, loyalty, and co-creation.

Whether the initial interest is in laying the foundation for a close-knit 
community, the support for co-creation, onboarding of your friends, input 
in the fantasy novels, Artificial Intelligence, business ventures of the 
MojoTrolls Brand or just simply the innovative tokenomic model that 
allows for sharing in rewards as a community. As the honor of MojoTrolls 
dictates, we've got you and support you.

In this Litepaper we deconstruct the plans for MojoTrolls and how it all 
ties in together. Heed this friendly warning... you might feel the Mojo 
flowing by the end of this Litepaper. You are always welcome to seek out 
your destined Clan of the MojoTrolls, choose wisely!



MOJOTROS MI�ION
There are three main pillars to the MojoTrolls NFT Project.

1. Community

2. Ecosystem

3. Evolution

Our Mission Statements:

Mission 1 - Build with Utility in Mind

Our mission is to build a project where our community can derive real value by engaging with the 
MojoTrolls NFT project and ecosystem. Participating in raids, and quests or even derived business 
ventures that strengthens the utility of the MojoTrolls.

Mission 2 - Trollnormous Community

Since every NFT project is equal to their respective communities, we value our community building 
process greatly. The focus is to build a like-minded community with both experienced and 
inexperienced Guardians to harness each other's strengths and supplement weaknesses with support. 
Through collaboration and co-creation the community will contribute, innovate and shape the future 
of the MojoTrolls Mojosphere and ecosystem. Besides being on the forefront of building the 
MojoTrolls project, participating community members will be rewarded for their effort benefitting the 
ecosystem.



Mission 3 - Sustainability of Ecosystem

Build and sustain an ecosystem befitting the MojoTrolls narrative and mission with opportunities to participate for anyone that wishes to do so. Any 
business revenue, royalties and transactional fees are used for rewarding activity and commitment that grows, supports or stabilizes the Troll ecosystem. 
Longevity is key for the MojoTrolls, we are on a mission.

Mission 4 - Growth through Evolution

While the MojoTrolls roadmap is extensive it will not be a limiting force of the project. As the MojoTrolls have evolved through years of hard work, 
education, and dedication to their tribe so shall the MojoTrolls project. As new ideas and technologies emerge we will continually evolve the roadmap 
and the project to take advantage of them. For instance, when we first began building this project AI was not as readily accessible as it is now. So we 
have already begun the evolution of the project by partnering with an emerging AI project that will help us integrate AI bots with both our Telegram and 
Twitter plans as well as build an AI driven meteverse where our community can interact with one another. We have made Evolution a core mission of 
the MojoTrolls project because we believe it can not be understated how important evolving along with new ideas and technologies can be for the 
long-term success of a project. 

PART 2
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WHO ARE THE MOJOTROS?
MojoTrolls are not just a bunch of pretty faces. They are sophisticated creatures living 
in an innovative society filled with old-world magic and new technological 
advancements. MojoTrolls constantly engage in the battle to gain “Mojo”, their vital 
life force, and ancient magic that is passed down from their Ancestors.

When young MojoTrolls come of age they are sent out on their first quest to help them 
determine which of the Clans they will fit in with best (more on this later). From this 
point on  MojoTrolls will venture out on many quests for their Clan, each with its own 
purpose and each helping them gain more and more Mojo.

Through Clan Quests, $TUSKS sacrifices, and by any means necessary, MojoTrolls are 
always trying to gain wisdom and strength by increasing their Mojo. Though there is a 
friendly competition between the Clans, each uses its strengths and specialized 
knowledge to further the cause of the entire MojoTrolls Tribe. One theme that remains 
constant in all the Clans is their desire to expand the population and bring as many 
new MojoTrolls into their Clan as possible.

Read below as we break down their complex society and explain the intricacies of 
how the MojoTrolls accomplish their goals.



The MojoTrolls are divided into clans as introduced in the MojoTroll lore. The members of each of these Clans possess special skills and have particular 
character traits that allow them to fit into a particular Clan. The Clans will all be described in detail with backstories laid out in the lore, some of which 
will be community-driven. There will be three Clans at the start, with more to come later.

They are most connected 
with their PRIMAL 

predecessors. These 
MojoTrolls are tough and still 

like a good fight like their 
Primal Ancestors but only 

when it is absolutely 
necessary to defend the Clan, 

the Tribe, or other 
civilizations. They are the 

best Guardians against bad 
actors and evil (internet) 

Trolls.

CLAN 1
WARRIORS 

They are the most evolved. The 
Techies are the engineers of the 
Mojosphere. Techies are always 
looking for a technical solution 

to a problem. Constantly in 
search of new worlds for 

unknown technologies they can 
bring back and adapt for the 
betterment of the MojoTrolls. 
These Trolls are the most in 

touch with the cybersecurity of 
the metaverse and prepare for 

the defense against tech 
predators.

CLAN 2
TECHIES

The Educators are patient, 
kind and highly intelligent 
MojoTrolls that pass on all 

the knowledge of their 
ancestors to the new 

generations. They are the 
teachers of the Tribe who are 

most in touch with 
Onboarding new people, 

helping them find their way 
in the metaverse whilst 

guarding and guiding them 
safely through it.

CLAN 3
EDUCATORS

Super rare Clan to be 
discovered by the most brave 

MojoTrolls as the lore 
unravels.

CLAN 4
HIDDEN

THE CLANS



Each member is able to pledge allegiance to one of the three initial Clans, which will hold Clan Quests to test their Trollish superiority over the other 
Clans.  The Clan quests will foster friendly competition amongst the clans and help drive community development and engagement.
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After mint, each member will unveil their prized MojoTrolls NFT and based on the kind of NFT you get; you will pledge your allegiance to one of three Clans. 
There seems to be a super rare Clan, and if you are lucky enough to summon one during the reveal, you will unlock additional perks and benefits.

Clan quests allow for gamification of activities, tasks and duties you can carry out as a community in friendly competition with other Clans. MojoTrolls Project 
will track your Clan's progress during the quest and display it on a leaderboard on your quest to glory, fame and rewards.

After your Clan's victory, you will partake in the share of the main prize pool and Mojo Ancestral Power. The rewards pool allocation is determined by the 
number of members participating in the quest and your ranking within your Clan. Your Mojo allocation is important because it allows you to level up in your 
ranking for superiority and earn a more significant percentage of the rewards pool.

There will be other incentives for engaging Clans and Clan members, but we will leave that as a surprise for later.

If quests and competitions are not your style don’t worry, there are many opportunities for rewards without needing to actively participate. (more on this later)

Description of activities:

Onboards

In Onboarding new members to the community and people into the crypto and NFT space in general lies tremendous value for all. Initially these Onboarding 
activities are geared towards the growth of the social channels in anticipation of the NFT launch. After launch the Onboarding focus shifts towards inviting 
people new to crypto into our AI Elders Chat room where they can learn all about crypto and hopefully choose to join our community and bring more of their 
friends along too.

CLAN QUEST
PART 2



Engagement

The crypto and NFT space currently is an attention driven market, whereas most projects are competing for the same attention span of the NFT enthusiasts, 
MojoTrolls also seeks to onboard new users to crypto and bring them into our ranks.  Driving the engagement towards the MojoTrolls ecosystem benefits all 
MojoTrolls, thus is a valid activity to reward.

Twitter Raids

Subsection of the Engagement activities focused on organized Twitter activity to drive attention towards a specific piece of content.

Content

Content creation does not only fall into the responsibility of the MojoTrolls team. Often times the best pieces of content come from the community and there 
are treasures of talent in each community.

Alpha

In taking care of your fellow MojoTrolls, the sharing of Alpha information of great opportunities in the space could prove an important part as well. Anything 
that benefits the MojoTrolls ecosystem and the individuals in it deems to be rewarded.

Lore Submission

To push co-creation and joint ownership of the MojoTrolls narrative, the lore is subject to input from the community. As the lore is an important part in the 
entire MojoTrolls Mojosphere, the best submissions for Lore content are rewarded.

PART 3
CLAN QUEST



According to the Lore: "Mojo is the life essence Trolls crave and 
need for Voodoo and other practices. It is either taken from other 
Trolls, earned by gaining reputation or extracted from converting 
new souls." This relates to both the Mojo earned and the lifetime 
base Mojo on the Genesis NFT.

The function of Mojo is to act as a counter for rewards received in 
the Clan Quests or other activities. Users can choose to convert 
their Mojo into $TUSKS tokens. Users may also choose to sacrifice 
$TUSKS tokens in order to claim more Mojo. This will allow users 
who may not want to participate in the Clan Quests to increase 
their Mojo holdings and move into higher staking pools (more on 
this below).

The Genesis NFTs will have a certain amount of Mojo attached to 
their NFT, which allows them to start the Clan Quests with that 
amount of Mojo. At the end of the Clan Quests, this will count for 
claiming $TUSKS tokens as well, regardless of their effort.

.
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Introducing the $TUSKS token. In the world of Trolls, $TUSKS are the ultimate showcase of 
power and reputation. Hence Trolls will go to extraordinary lengths to gather more $TUSKS, to 
harness the power of the fallen Trolls they belonged to by sacrificing them.

The $TUSKS token is a deflationary utility token, used in the Mojosphere ecosystem for 
multiple purposes. In accordance with the Lore, the accumulation of $TUSKS is achieved by 
growing, supporting and stabilizing the Tribe. The MojoTrolls that accumulate the most 
$TUSKS will be able to create better conditions for themselves by sacrificing more for a vast 
array of perks.

The ecosystem, harnessing the utility of the $TUSKS token, thrives with expanding that same 
utility of the $TUSKS token in every possible way. All activities are connected with the 
$TUSKS token, thereby fueling the ecosystem with its deflationary characteristics.

Fueling of the ecosystem and the deflationary characteristics of $TUSKS are achieved through 
a set of fees on transactions and DEX trades, token sacrifices for perks, the NFT secondary 
market royalties, profits from our investment pool and AI trading bot, and finally a portion of 
additional business revenue. Accrued fees in tokens other than $TUSKS which are dedicated 
to the ecosystem will be converted to $TUSKS on the DEX. These ecosystem fueling rulesets 
are each on their own distribution schedule. See the figure below:

TUSKS TOKENS



The Fee Splitter is a smart contract which accumulates the Fees levied on the transactions of $TUSKS tokens, including DEX trades, (un)staking 
and transactions. These distributions are in a separate contract for efficiency on the transactions on which the fee is levied. Rather than splitting 
the fee into the different Vaults, requiring more smart contract iterations, there is one fee levied and distributed as the accrued $TUSKS on the 

Fee Splitter balance have reached a certain point.

F� SPLI�ER

FEE

STRUCTURE

Transaction Fee

Sell Fee

Buy Fee

NFT Royalty

*fees subject to change

5.00%

5.00%
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10%
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DISTRIBUTION

Project Vault
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70%

20%
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$TUSKS
SACRIFICE

FEE SPLITTER

DISTRIBUTION

Tribal Vault

Project Vault

Guardian Vault

70%

20%

10%



F� SPLI�ER                                                                       REWARDS



F� STRUCTURE
The base fee levied on all transactions is set to 5%. This fee may be raised for a short time as the initial liquidity pools are added to prevent bot attacks. This 
fee may also be lowered in the future depending on ecosystem needs.

The NFT royalty is set to 7.5%, which is required to fuel the ecosystem with rewards as this royalty is mostly used for ecosystem growth and stability.

The NFT secondary market royalties, are distributed as following:

Buyback & Burn 10%

As all interactions with the ecosystem support the deflationary aspects, so should the royalties collected on the secondary NFT market. 10% of secondary 
market royalties will be converted to $TUSKS, and consequently burned.

Fee Splitter 90%

In order to support continuity of the project there is a large portion allocated to the Fee Splitter to be used for future development of the MojoTrolls brand 
and ecosystem.

NFT ROYALTY DISTRIBUTION



MOJOTRO NODES

Sacred Guardian and Ancestral Nodes

MojoTroll Nodes are the first stage in the launch of the MojoTrolls project. 
There are two types of Nodes (Sacred Guardian and Ancestral) with each 
having their own unique properties and perks for their owners. While perks 
are nice, these Nodes bring with them an even more important trait. They 
make their holders part of the ecosystem from the beginning, designating 
them an OG MojoTroll and one of the select few who will reap the OG 
rewards. 

These Nodes will be minted as NFTs to begin the project.  They will earn 
rewards in separate reward pools and be the key to unlocking the 
Mojosphere. Later on in our journey these Nodes will secure our ecosystem 
while continuing to earn their owners outstanding rewards. 

Please see our Gitbook for more detailed information: 

https://mojotrolls.gitbook.io/documentation/mojotroll-nodes



In accordance with the lore, $TUSKS are sacrificed for personal perks of 
the MojoTrolls and the process benefits the entire Tribe. Hence the perks in 
the MojoTrolls ecosystem are gained by sacrificing $TUSKS tokens. The 
sacrificed tokens are distributed among the Tribal Vault, the Project Vault 
and Token Burns.

These distributions are an ecosystem support action, benefitting the entire 
Tribe. The portion distributed to the Tribal Vault helps maintain the rewards 
pool. The portion distributed to the Project Vault is to both offset potential 
costs to provide the perks and further develop the ecosystem. The portion 
burned will help the deflationary aspects of $TUSKS token.

As the ecosystem matures, there will be more exciting perks and rewards 
that will be unlocked. 

TUSKS SACRIFICE



In order to provide longevity to the ecosystem we 
require a lot of utility for the $TUSKS token. While 
some future utility might still be under wraps, the 
following use cases for Sacrificing your $TUSKS are 
in the works. The key to creating a healthy 
ecosystem around $TUSKS sacrifices is that a lot of 
small sacrifices fueling the ecosystem are more 
stable than just a couple big ones. In accordance 
with the Lore, sacrifices should benefit the entire 
Tribe.
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Mojo for reward boosts
Mojo is used to climb the Ancestral Power leaderboard and 
redeem a greater claim on the $TUSKS from the Tribal Vault. 
However, with these reward cycles from the Tribal Vault being in 
intervals it might be interesting for users to sacrifice some 
$TUSKS for Mojo to redeem more $TUSKS rewards. Game 
theorists might excel in this area and spot the opportunities.

Merch and TrollShop
All merchandise, products and services will be entirely or at least 
partly available in $TUSKS. The base costs of offering these 
merchandise items, products and services are held by the project 
and the rest is allocated to the Fee Splitter.

Accesslist spots token and NFT projects
As our ecosystem and community grows, the MojoTrolls are able 
to secure increasingly sought after token and NFT projects. If 
these projects work with accesslisting and public sale, we use the 
brand exposure to secure a portion of these spots. To secure one 
of these spots as a community member you can sacrifice some 
$TUSKS, for which you shall receive Mojo to redeem in the next 
Tribal Vault cycle, but the top sacrificing MojoTrolls will receive 
the spots.

Featured animations and comics - NFT
The MojoTrolls brand plans to partner with animators and comic 
creators to create custom animations and comics for the MojoTrolls 
NFTs. The Genesis NFT holders are offered to sacrifice some 
$TUSKS and get their own featured animation or comic section.

MojoTrolls brand NFT drops
The Mojosphere will expand and require more NFT drops to in-
clude more participants. These will be either free drops for Genesis 
NFT holders or more exclusive and redeemable based on $TUSKS 
sacrifices.

Premium experiences
Nurturing and connecting with the community is an important 
aspect for the MojoTrolls, especially because we want to spearhead 
the co-creation section of the NFT space. Meet-ups, special luxury 
experiences and all activities focused on connecting put up by the 
community (co-creation) are in the cards for $TUSKS sacrifices.

USE CASE 
PART 2



MojoTrolls seeks to bring the worlds of NFTs, DeFi and Fantasy together with the ultimate 
rewards based ecosystem and strong community of Fantasy enthusiasts. Our flagship TUSKS 
token will be launched on the Solana blockchain allowing for fast and inexpensive transactions. 
Our vision is to create a token that not only appreciates in value but also contributes to the 
overall growth of the ecosystem. Departing from traditional pre-sales, we have embraced an 
innovative approach to initial token distribution. There will be no private sales involved with the 
TUSKS token launch. There will be only two ways to receive TUSKS token. Purchase a Sacred 
Guardian Node with embedded tokens, or purchase on the open market after TGE.

Deflationary Token

TUSKS token is the backbone of the MojoTrolls ecosystem and as such, token stability and long 
term growth is very important. With this in mind TUSKS token will be used for all purchases 
within the ecosystem with a portion of every purchase burned forever which will permanently 
remove TUSKS from the total supply.

TUSKENOMICS PART 1



TUSKENOMICS 

     Supply Tokenomics
      87.8% Released into initial Liquidity Pool

      12.2% Embedded in Sacred Guardian Nodes

*See “Fee Splitter and Rewards Diagram” for Transactional Tokenomics                
breakdown 

PART 2

TUSKS Staking and Transactional Tokenomics
To ensure the strength and stability of our network, we implement a 5% 
transaction tax on all buys, sells, and transfers of TUSKS tokens, as well as a 
7.5% royalty on secondary market NFT transactions. We are committed to 
fostering long-term value and loyalty among our token holders. To incentivize 
staking, promote community engagement, and reward Node holders we 
distribute 10% of all transaction fees to Sacred Guardian Node holders who 
stake TUSKS to their Nodes. This will be combined with another 70% of all 
transaction fees feeding our investment pool which rewards NFT holders and 
the entire MojoTrolls ecosystem. Your Ancestral Node rank on the Ancestral 
Power Leader Board determines the payout you receive.



VAULTS - REWARDS - STRATEGIC SACRIFICE

There are multiple vaults active in the MojoTrolls $TUSKS ecosystem, These vaults are set up to collect, earn and distribute $TUSKS rewards. Rewarding 
those who grow, support and stabilize the ecosystem.

Tribal Vault

70% of all Fee Splitter Distributions are sent to the Tribal Vault. This vault is used to distribute these fees to the MojoTrolls Investment Pool (as detailed on 
the "Investment Pool" section) and the Rewards Vault.

Rewards Vault

This vault collects $TUSKS rewards from the Tribal Vault and Investment Pool and distributes them to Ancestral Node holders based on their ranking on the 
Ancestral Power Leaderboards. As described in section "Mojo and the Ancestral Power Leaderboards". 

Project Vault

20% of all Fee Splitter Distributions are sent to the Project Vault. This vault is used to sustain the operations of the project and help the MojoSphere 
continue its journey down the roadmap.

Guardian Staking Vault

10% of all Fee Splitter Distributions are sent to the Guardian Staking Vault. This vault is used to reward Sacred Guardian Node holders for staking $TUSKS 
tokens (and later for securing the network) based on their level on the Sacred Guardian Node Staking Pyramid.

Strategic Sacrifice

In accordance with the Lore of the MojoTrolls in order to earn Mojo a sacrifice must occur. As detailed in the section "Mojo and the Ancestral Power 
Leaderboards", Mojo may be acquired by sacrificing $TUSKS tokens.  This vault will accumulate these $TUSKS and then sacrifice them to the ancestors 
(burn them) in order to stabilize the circulating supply of $TUSKS and maintain the deflationary aspects of the token.



INVESTMENT P�L
One of the missions of MojoTrolls is to focus on the sustainability of the ecosystem. In order to help achieve 
sustainability a portion of all fees collected will be devoted to our investment pool. This pool will allow the 
MojoTrolls to invest in and partner with other crypto projects. Examples of these investments range from buying 
into node and staking pools, undervalued crypto projects, presales, etc. The rewards from these investments will 
be distributed as shown in the “Fee Spitter” flow chart in the following section. 

This will help the sustainability of the MojoTrolls ecosystem by allowing us to set up strategic partnerships with 
like minded projects and bring our communities together for the prosperity of all.  

A small portion of the Investment Pool will also be used to fund an amazing AI trading bot that our Techie Clan 
has been working on. All profits from this bot will be put back into the investment pool or paid out into the 
rewards vault.

As the MojoSpere advances and our Investment Pool grows we will also find sustainability by investing in Real 
World Assets that will allow the project to earn revenue outside of the blockchain world in order to diversify our 
investments and maintain reward levels even in down markets.

We believe the Investment Pool will bring in great rewards thereby adding to the gamification of the MojoTrolls 
NFTs as holders attempt to climb the ranks in order to receive greater rewards. 



The MojoTrolls project is not simply about NFTs. An entire ecosystem is being built around the Mojosphere that we are creating. The starting point of this 
ecosystem is the lore of the MojoTrolls and the Mojosphere. This lore will be the backbone of the project and lead us down our roadmap. The community 
will be involved with helping to shape the lore but we will follow the basic path we have laid out that focuses on the strong community bonds that the 
MojoTrolls rely on and the helpful nature of the MojoTrolls Tribe.

This lore will help us build a community of like minded individuals that want to see the crypto space grow and want to help onboard new users. The lore 
will be the starting point for our project’s many revenue models that will seek to attract users who are new or even outside the crypto community.

The first of these revenue streams will be a series of illustrated novels that follow the lore of the MojoTrolls and their ancestors. Our first illustrated novel is 
already in production and will begin being released as marketing teasers in the coming weeks. This novel will be marketed not only to the crypto 
community but also fantasy enthusiasts outside of the crypto world who can be potential new crypto users.

As we begin to accumulate fees into our investment pool our next revenue stream will begin. Please see the “Investment Pool” page for details.

As our community continues to grow we will add more revenue streams that benefit the entire MojoTrolls ecosystem. These might include party games, 
creative art, real life experiences (like a MojoTrolls beach party at a great TikiBar) and many more as laid out in the future developments section of the 
MojoTrolls roadmap.

No matter which revenue stream you look at, the focus will be the same, growing the community and creating value for the ecosystem. We hope to see 
opportunities develop to partner with our Genesis NFT holders and help them bring their MojoTrolls business ideas to life.

 

PROJECT REVENUE MODEL



Sacred Guardian and Ancestral Nodes

The first stage in the launch of the MojoTrolls 
ecosystem will be the minting of Sacred Guardian 
Nodes and Ancestral Nodes as outlined in the 
MojoTroll Nodes section.

Pre-Mint Clan Quests

Run Gleam Competitions (leaders will be 
rewarded with a range of rewards including 
Membeship NFTs and allowlist spots for Genesis 
Mint).

Track social media activity and hold contests for 
most invites. (leaders will be rewarded with better 
roles which will allow them accesslist spots and 
possibly other rewards).

Contests and rewards.

Clan Preferences based on chosen roles.

$TUSKS Token

$TUSKS Token launch on the Solana Network. 
$TUSKS will be the utility token for the MojoTrolls 
ecosystem. 

$TUSKS Token will have many uses as outlined in 
the pages above.

Mojo

Mojo earned in Clan Quests will be able to be 
sacrificed for $TUSKS Tokens. 

Users may choose to hold their Mojo and continue 
climbing the Ancestral Power Leader Board for 
greater rewards in the future. 

See “Mojo” page above for more information.

$AI Elder Chat Rooms

Multiple AI Elder Chat Rooms will be established 
that will allow new users to learn about each of 
the Tribes and Clans and have questions answered 
by our Elder Bots. 

There will also be an AI Elder Chat Room devoted 
to onboarding new users and teaching them about 
crypto.

ROADMAP



Genesis MojoTrolls NFT

Mint 4181 NFT Collection on the Solana 
blockchain. 

Rarity based on all traits but heavily weighted 
based on the Mojo bottle. Mojo being a number 
trait between 1 and 1000. 

The Mojo level will be derived from the rarity of 
the other traits. So the Mojo level would be an 
easy shortcut to guess the rarity of the NFT. 

Collection is divided into 4 Clans - 1268 of each 
main Clan and 377 of a secret rare Clan based on 
a particular trait; such as Ears and Nose. 

Holders will be able to stake their NFTs in 
different reward pools based on the Clan and 
Rarity of each NFT as shown in the “Fee Splitter” 
Flow chart.

The more Mojo that a MojoTrolls NFT holder 
collects the higher they will rank on the AP 
Leaderboard.

Investment Pool Rewards

As our investment pool builds we will begin 
distributing rewards to our NFT Stakers as laid 
out in the “fee splitter and rewards” flow chart.

AI Avatar

Through a partnership with a leading 3D AI 
development firm we will make our entire 
Genesis NFT collection available as 3D Avatars 
to be used in the Metaverse.

AI Trading Bot

The Techies clan has been developing an AI 
Trading Bot and will use this bot for the good of 
the entire MojoTrolls Tribe by using a small 
portion of the investment pool to seed the bot 
and allow it to grow rewards for the entire 
community.

ROADMAP PART 2
. Post-Mint Clan Quests

Ancestral Node holders will be able to compete 
in Clan Quests based on whatever Clan their 
Genesis NFT belongs to.

Ancestral Node holders may hold more than one 
Clan NFT but must declare allegiance to one 
Clan for a particular Clan War.

All members of the winning Clans will be 
rewarded with the ability to claim Mojo as well 
as other rewards.

Outstanding members of all teams will also 
receive a reward.

Each Clan will have an Ancestral Power Leader 
Board that is filtered out by Total, Clan and 
Quests.

The more Mojo that an Ancestral Guardian Node 
holder collects the higher they will rank on the 
AP Leaderboard. 



PART 3
ROADMAP 
Future NFT Drops

 A not too distant future NFT Collection will  
 be a part of the roadmap to give Recruits   
 incentive to be part of the MojoTrolls   
 community.

 New collection will be a mix of Male and  
 Female Trolls.

 Will need to have a Female and Male in   
 order to mint the next collection of baby   
 trolls.

 Some future collections will be minted with  
 proof of Sacrifice of $TUSKS instead of   
 payment in $TUSKS so that $TUSKS rewards  
 for the original Genesis holders are not   
 diluted.

 The Future Collections will have somewhat  
 lower Mojo levels than the Genesis NFTs   
 also reducing the chances of rewards   
 becoming too diluted.

 One of the future collections will be pets for 
 the Trolls.

Future Development

All future developments will have the Mojosphere 
Ecosystem in mind where you will be paying, 
sacrificing, renting or staking in our $TUSKS 
Token. If future development does not have an 
ecosystem in mind, it will not be considered.

Potential Developments under review. The 
community will vote on the direction of some of 
their favorite projects and be a part of their 
success.

Payment Options:

 $TUSKS Tokens

 Crypto

 Credit, Debit

 Rewards Voucher

Merch Store:

The coolest lifestyle wear & Clan merch

 Warrior Techie Educator *Secret*

Metaverse Tiki Bar

 Develop our exclusive Virtual Clubhouse

 Obtain alpha, accesslists and exclusive   
 deals, exclusive talks

 Build your own Tiki bars and create events  
 for the community

 DJ’s, Vip, artists, celebs

Community Creative:

 The community will come up with project  
 business ideas that will benefit the    
 community and the MojoTrolls ecosystem

 The community will be a part of the creative  
 process

Creative Art:

Acquire limited edition digital art

 Mobile Desktop Home art



ROADMAP 
Metaverse

 Partner with a metaverse ecosystem to set up  
 a MojoTrolls Island.

 Setup the MojoTrolls website map in the   
 Metaverse.

 Develop games in the Metaverse, Troll   
 Casino and a Battle arena.

 Develop a VR Learning center in the   
 Metaverse

Illustrated Novel:

 Convert the lore into a series of Illustrated  
 Novels for collection

 Auctioned  autographed versions

 Linked to a limited edition digital NFT

Board/Party Games:

 Create MojoTrolls versions of various  
 traditional boards games

 Party Games exclusive for MojoTrolls Tiki   
 Home and bar events

MojoRum/Gin/Branded Energy Drink

 Partner with a master distiller

 Bottle exclusive MojoRum and MojoGin

 Energy drink will be part of the MojoTrolls  
 party Tikibar Cocktail Menu

Figurines and Resin Print

 Gain access to printing MojoTrolls by   
 purchasing the 3D art files in our merch   
 store

 Purchase limited edition MojoTrolls   
 Figurines

Halloween MojoTrolls Event

 Purchase your base Mojo Troll and    
 accessories from amazon

 Dress up your Troll according to your NFT  
 and post your best-dressed pictures for a   
 community prize

 Accessory packs

Dealflow

 Access to opportunities in our network

 NFT deals

 Private allocation before launch deals   
 through an access list
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MOJO VENTURES LLC EXPLICITLY DISCLAIMS ON BEHALF OF ITSELF, ALL OTHER PERSONS, ENTITIES AND PARTIES THAT ARE OR IN THE FUTURE MAY 
PROVIDE ANY ACCESS RIGHTS, AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, AND REPRESENTATIVES 
(COLLECTIVELY, THE “DISCLAIMED PARTIES”) ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES AND CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, OR 
NON-INFRINGEMENT, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND ANY WARRANTIES ARISING OUT OF COURSE OF DEALING 
OR USAGE OR TRADE. 

ALL MOJOTROLL NFTS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS,” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. MOJO VENTURES LLC ON BEHALF OF ITSELF AND THE 
DISCLAIMED PARTIES MAKES NO REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, OR GUARANTEE  THAT THE MOJOTROLL WILL MEET PURCHASER’S 
REQUIREMENTS, OR THE MOJOTROLL WILL BE AVAILABLE ON AN UNINTERRUPTED, SECURE, OR ERROR-FREE BASIS. NEITHER MOJO VENTURES LLC 
NOR THE DISCLAIMED PARTIES MAKE ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY REGARDING OR GUARANTEE REGARDING THE QUALITY, ACCURACY, 
TIMELINESS, TRUTHFULNESS, COMPLETENESS OR RELIABILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OR CONTENT RELATED TO THE MOJOTROLL. $TUSKS TOKEN 
HAS NO CASH VALUE AND IS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY.

NEITHER MOJO VENTURES LLC NOR THE DISCLAIMED PARTIES WILL BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE TO PURCHASER FOR ANY LOSS, AND TAKES NO 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR, AND WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO PURCHASER FOR, ANY USE OF THE MOJOTROLL, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY 
LOSSES, DAMAGES OR CLAIMS ARISING FROM: (I) USER ERROR SUCH AS FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS, INCORRECTLY CONSTRUCTED TRANSACTIONS, 
OR MISTYPED WALLET ADDRESSES; (II) SERVER FAILURE OR DATA LOSS; (III) CORRUPTED FILES; (IV) UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO THE MOJOTROLL; 
OR (V) ANY THIRD PARTY ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE USE OF VIRUSES, HACKING, PHISHING, BRUTEFORCING OR OTHER 
MEANS OF ATTACK.

NEITHER MOJO VENTURES LLC NOR ANY DISCLAIMED PARTY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY KIND OF FAILURE, ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR OF SOFTWARE 
(E.G., WALLET, SMART CONTRACT), BLOCKCHAINS OR ANY OTHER FEATURES OF THE MOJOTROLL.

DISCLAIMER



Email: tribe@mojotrolls.io 

Web:  https://mojotrolls.io 

Instagram:  /MojoTrollsNFT

Twitter:  @MojoTrolls

*Visit our Gitbook for full project documentation:  https://mojotrolls.gitbook.io/documentation/

You can reach us by the following links:

CONTACT US



MOJOTROS
GUARDIANS OF THE M’ETAVERSE
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